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We are pleased to invite you all to the 24th Annual
Conference on Infectious Diseases and Public Health
which will take place on Feb 19-20, 2020 in Amsterdam,
Netherlands hosted by EuroScicon. Clinical Microbiology
and Infections 2020 major intension to bring collectively
eminent researchers, scientists and research pupils to
share their perspectives approximately researches on all
of the relevant traits of Clinical Microbiology, Infectious
sicknesses and their prevention techniques. Conference
offers a valuable platform for researchers, practitioners
and educators to present and discuss the maximum latest
innovations and tendencies within the subject of Clinical
Microbiology and realistic challenges happened in the
prevention of Infectious illnesses. Two day conference will
elicit plenary classes, Keynote speeches, Poster, and Oral
shows. This application provides days of energetic
discussions on recent advancements and new strategies
for development of new technology for international
necessities.
Why to attend Clinical Microbiology Conference?
The Clinical Microbiology Meet will act as a platform for
Microbiologists
Specialist,
Infectious
Diseases
Researchers, Scientists, Faculties, Students, Business
experts, Healthcare professionals, clinicians, researchers,
academicians, foundation leaders, Infectious Diseases
Associations and Societies, direct carrier vendors,
policymakers,
Medical
Colleges,
Pharmaceutical
Companies
and
Industries,
Medical
Devices
Manufacturing
Companies,
Drug
Manufacturing
Companies and Industries and others related to this topic
to exchange and speak their precious views on tracking
the Infectious Diseases associated standards.
Clinical Microbiology 2020 encourages various methods in
the study of large disease burden and highlighting existing
opportunities in the field of Public health, Infectious
Diseases, Microbiology, Neglected Tropical Diseases,
Parasitology, Epidemiology and most importantly
concerning Infectious Diseases, Paediatric Infectious
Diseases. Global Infectious Diseases Conferences provides
the time to collaborate with industry peers and discover
knowledge and resources that can be used to achieve
your personal and organizational goals.
Clinical Microbiology 2020 gathering will strengthen the
ideas about Infectious Diseases and different aspects

related to it. We attempt to provide a perfect stage to
Researchers, Scholars, and key Speakers to share data and
experiences and empower people with their deep
knowledge of Human Infectious Diseases and aspire the
to fight against the worldwide risk related to it.
Target Audience @ Clinical Microbiology 2021




















Microbiologists
Pathologists
Epidemiologists
Dermatologists
Allergists
Immunologists
Pediatricians
Physicians
Pharmacists
Neurologists
Infection Prevention and Infection Control
Specialists
Academic and Health care Professionals
Students
Research Associates
Health Care Associations & Societies
Medical & Pharmacy Companies
Medical Devices and drug Manufacturing
Companies
Laboratory Technicians and Diagnostic Companies
Business Entrepreneurs and Industrialists

Clinical Microbiology Important Links






Clinical Microbiology Venue & Hospitality
Clinical Microbiology Registration
Clinical Microbiology Call for Abstracts
Clinical Microbiology Conference Brochure
Clinical Microbiology Scientific Program

This year’s conference will showcase the role of
microorganisms in the production of antibiotics, enzymes,
vitamins, vaccines and Drug safety which is the important
aspect of Pharmaceutical microbiology. The meeting is all
set to be adorned by world renowned speakers. All those
who are either starting your career or an old-time
microbiologist can attend this conference to learn, hook
up and get galvanized. We are looking forward to
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welcome you all in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Microbiology and Biotechnology 2019, host presentations
from experts across the world in the field of microbiology
and anticipates more than 200 participants around the
globe with thought provoking Keynote lectures, Oral and
Poster presentations. The attending delegates include
Editorial Board Members of related international journals.
Business networking is an avenue for vendors to have
network and B2B meetings with “Top Scientists and
Colleagues” and with an effective low cost marketing
method for developing sales and opportunities and
contacts, based on referrals and introductions either faceto-face at meetings and gatherings, or by other contact
methods such as Telephone, Email, Digital and
increasingly social and business networking websites.
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